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The Hefner and the pentane lamps as made at present divide honors; 
the latter is markedly superior as a practical standard, but individual 
pentane lamps do not agree, and until lamps can be independently made 
which shall give the same value the type can hardly be said to be repro- 
ducible. The Hefner lamp is so simple in construction that reproduction 
of lamps is relatively easy. Lamps now made show small differences due 
to slight departures from mean dimensions, but these differences can be 
made negligible by more careful construction. Great difficulty is experi- 
enced, however, in making accurate comparisons of working standards 
against Hefner lamps because of the very low intensity (0.9 candle) and 
the red color of the flame. 

It is believed to be possible to apply the principle of the present pentane 
lamp in specially made, accurately specified lamps with interchangeable 
parts, and thus to obtain a closer agreement between lamps. Then by 
operating the lamps under delinite conditions one should be able to obtain 
sufficient precision with either the Hefner or the pentane lamp to give a 
valuable check on the electric standards now in use. 

RAILROADS NEEDED TO DEVELOP GOLD MINING IN 
ALASKA. 

The advances in lodge-gold minin development in the Yukon basin of 
Alaska during 1912 were largely confned to the Fairbanks district. accord- 
ing to A. H. Brooks, of the United States Geological Survey. There was 
also a small lode mine in operation in the Innoko district, and a little work 
was done on lode prospects in the Chandalar, Fortymile, and other Yukon 
districts. Most of these localities of lode occurrence are so isolated that 
the cost of operation is almost prohibitive. It is only through reducing 
transportation costs by building railroads and wagon roads that any ad- 
vances in the lode-mining industry of inland Alaska can be brought about. 
Generous railroad development in Alaska would result in the opening up 
of innumerable rich mineral districts. 

MINNESOTA GREATEST IRON-ORE PRODUCER. 
Minnesota far outranks all other states in the mining of iron ore, and 

during the last four years has contributed both in quantity and value con- 
siderably more than half the iron ore produced and marketed in the 
United States, according to the United States Geological Survey. In 
1913 the total marketed production of iron ore in this country was 59,643,- 
098 long tons, valued at  $130,905,558, of which Minnesota contributed 36,- 
603,331 tons, valued at $80,789,025, In 1912 Minnesota produced 34,249,813 
long tons of iron ore, valued at $61,805,017. Because of its great wealth 
in iron ores and of their extended development, Minnesota ranks ninth 
among all the states in the total value of its mineral production. The 
value of the iron ore produced in the state represents considerably more 
than 90 per cent of the total output. The value of the mineral products 
of Minnesota in 1913. exclusive of iron ore, was $5,025,508. These in- 
clude the products of the stone quarries and the clay pits, 


